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The OH(X2n, u"=0, 1) internal state distributions from the reaction of electronically ground state oxygen atoms 
with HSiCh were measured using laser-induced fluorescence. The ground-state O(3Pj) atoms with kinetic energies 
above the reaction barrier were produced by photolysis of NO2 at 355 nm. The OH product revealed strong 
vibrational population inversion, P(u"=1)/P(u"=0) = 4.0 士 0.6, and rotational distributions in both vibrational 
states exhibit substantial rotational excitations to the limit of total available energy. However, no preferential 
populations in either of the two A doublet states were observed from the micropopulations, which supports a 
mechanism involving a direct abstraction of hydrogen by the atomic oxygen. It was also found that the collision 
energy between O and HSiCl3 is effectively coupled into the excitation of the internal degrees of freedom of the 
OH product (</vib> = 0.62, and < fJot> = 0.20). The dynamics appear consistent with expectations for the 
kinematically constrained reaction which supports the reaction type, heavy + light-heavy — heavy-light + heavy 
(H + LH‘ T HL + H‘). The dynamics of oxygen atom collision with HSiCh are discussed in comparison to those 
with SiH4.
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Introduction

The reaction of atomic oxygen with a variety of hydro
gen-containing compounds still attracts many attentions up to 
now. Both theoretical and experimental investigations on 
oxygen atom reactions with various types of new substrates1 
have been conducted recently. The reactivity of atomic oxy
gen plays an important role in establishing the chemistry of 
such processes as combustion and semiconductor processes.2 
While the kinetic studies3 of elementary reactions involving 
O(3Pj) have been numerous, the studies of their dynamics4 are 
relatively sparse. One of the earliest experimental investi
gations was focused on the typical reaction of O(3Pj) with 
saturated hydrocarbons,5 i.e., methane, ethane, propane, 
iso-butane and, etc.

O(3Pj) + RH — OH(X2n) + R (1)

The energetics of the OH(X2n) product from reaction 1 
were characterized by laser-induced fluorescence (LIF). 
Where permitted by the reaction exothermicity, vibrational 
excitation of the diatomic results; an observation consistent 
with a mechanism in which O(3Pj) directly abstracts a hy
drogen atom from the hydrocarbon substrate.

The reaction of O(3Pj) with silane compounds, typified by 
the reaction 2, also resulted in a substantial inversion of the 
OH vibrational population distribution, with values of P(u"= l)/ 
P(u"=0) = 3.4 士 0.4.6

O(3Pj) + Si& — OH(X2n) + SiH3 (2)

The rotation of the OH(X2n, u"=1) product resulting from 

reaction 2 showed complete thermal distributions with Trot = 
600 士 20 K. That of the OH(X2n, u" = 0), however, displays 
a thermal distribution (咒顷=750 K) only below N = 6. At 
higher N' states to the limit of available energy, the distri
bution inverts in a manner similar to that observed in OH 
resulting from the reaction of O(1D2) with some hydrocarbons.7 
Both the strong vibrational population inversion and the 
thermal rotational distributions could be interpreted in terms 
of a simple abstraction mechanism. The observation of 
anomalously high populations in the rotationally excited 
states of OH in its ground vibrational state has led to the 
suggestion of a possible presence of a reaction intermediate; a 
pentacoordinate silicon-centered collision complex.5,6

A recent study8 of the reaction 3 also revealed a substantial 
rotational excitation extending to the limit of available reac
tion exoergicity at each vibrational level, along with the 
strong vibrational population inversion (P(u"=0): P(u"=1): P 
(u"=2) = 0:9:1).

O(3Pj) + HBr — OH(X2n) + Br (3)

This rotational excitation of OH was rationalized by consi
deration of the different angular dependence of model poten
tial surfaces which satisfactorily reproduced the observed 
dynamics. This study accented the importance of the curvature 
of the potential hypersurface orthogonal to the reaction 
coordinate in establishing the degree of rotational excitation 
in the products, which was interpreted as signifying a low 
barrier to bending in the O-H-Br transition state. More 
recently, the rotational, spin-orbit, and A doublet populations 
of the OH(u"= l) product from the reaction of O(3Pj) with H2S 
have also been reported,9 and the rotational distributions of 
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OH(u"= l) were found to be hotter than statistically predicted 
ones with excitation up to the energetic limit.

To test the role played by collision complex barriers to 
rotational excitation, the rotational distribution of OH product 
following the reaction 4 was examined using the LIF method 
assuming no dramatic difference between the O/S1H4 and the 
O/(CH3)3SiH potentials along the reaction coordinate.10

O(3Pj) + (CH3)3SiH t OH(X2n) + (CH3)3Si (4)

The presence of three methyl groups on (CH3)3SiH obvi
ously constrains the bending of the collision complex about 
the hydrogen atom (O-H-Si) and hence limits the amount of 
rotational excitation in the diatomic product. As expected, the 
rotational distributions of OH(X2n) in both accessible vibra
tional states turned out to be very cold and well characterized 
by Boltzmann temperatures, T^ot(u"=0) = 770 土 20 K and Te 
(u"=1) = 173 土 10 K. The reactions of atomic oxygen with 
silane and trimethylsilane provide a good illustration of the 
role played by transition-state dynamics in establishing 
energy deposition in elementary reactions.

The present experiments probe the dynamics of the reac
tion,

O(3Pj) + HSiCl3 t OH(X2n) + SiCl3 (5)

a process that is interesting from a view point of a reaction 
kinematics compared with that of reaction 2. Since the bond 
dissociation energy of HSiCh (D°(H-Si) = 91.30 kcal/mol)11 
is slightly larger than that of SiH4 (D°(H-Si) = 90.34 kcal/ 
mol),12 the exothermicity of the reaction 5 is lower than that of 
the reaction 2, On the other hand, because the HSiCl3 is 
heavier than SiH4, more of the excess O-atom translational 
energy arising from the NO2 photolysis appears in the 
center-of-mass frame of the collision in reaction 5. As a result, 
the total available energies for both reactions 2 and 5 are 
estimated about the same. Moreover, since both reactions 
consist of the ‘an atom + five-atom-molecule' system, the 
number of total degrees of freedom is the same for both 
reactants and products. Hence the effect of the collision 
energy on partitioning of the available energy into the internal 
modes of the products is expected to be easily compared with 
relatively little ambiguity.

Experiments

The procedures followed in the present experiment were 
essentially identical with a typical photolysis-probe LIF 
experiment using a flow cell. In brief, the OH(X2n) products 
following reaction 5 were monitored shortly after the initial 
formation of O(3Pj) in the UV laser photodissociation of NO2. 
Observation of the nascent OH population distributions was 
ensured by minimizing both the delay time (< 200 ns) between 
the photolysis and excitation lasers, and the ambient gas 
pressure (< 200 mtorr) in a reaction cell.

It is well known that photodissociation of NO2 below the 
threshold wavelength for predissociation yields the ground 
state atomic oxygen

NO2 + hv (入 < 400 nm) t NO + O(3Pj) (6)

In the present work, 355-nm photolysis of NO2 is 
accomplished with the 3rd harmonic of Nd:YAG laser(Spectra 
Physics, DCR-11). Less than 10% of the NO2 in the reaction 
zone was estimated to decompose with each laser pulse (Elaser = 
ca. 100 mJ cm-2, repetition rate = 10 Hz). Photodissociation of 
NO2 above the energetic threshold results in the production of 
translationally excited O(3Pj). Molecular beam studies13 of 
reaction 6 reveal roughly equal populations of NO in u"=0 and 
1 following photolysis at 347.1 nm. Assuming similar beha
vior following photodissociation at 355 nm, we calculated a 
collision energy of ca. 1,440 cm-1 in the center of mass frame 
of O/HSiCl3.

Approximately 100 ns following the initiating laser pulse, 
another Nd:YAG laser-pumped(2nd harmonic, 532 nm, Spec
tra Physics GCR-150), frequency-doubled, tunable dye laser 
(Lumonics HD500, △入=0.002 nm) probes the population of 
OH(X2n, u", N" f, A") by exciting the (0,0) and (1,1) bands 
of the A2£ - X2n transition in the range 306-318 nm. The 
unresolved total fluorescence is subsequently collected at 
right angles to the counterpropagating photolysis and probe 
laser beams with a high-gain photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, 
R2059) viewing through a broad-band ultraviolet filter 
consisting of UG-11 glass and 10 cm of 1 M NiSO4 solution. 
This filter combination is very efficient in attenuating the 
scattered photolysis light at 355 nm. The electronic signal 
from the PMT is then sampled with a boxcar (EG&G 4161A, 
4121B) and recorded in a laboratory computer system. All the 
equipments are controlled and synchronized via LabVIEW 
program.

Conversion of the measured LIF signal S to state-resolved 
OH(X2n) population requires correction for variation in the 
intensities of both the photolysis and probe lasers, Iphoto and 
Iprobe, as well as accurate values of the Einstein coefficients, 
BU： J，‘,, for stimulated emission. Laser intensities were moni
tored and recorded simultaneously with the LIF signal during

RU J spectral scans. Tabulated values of bu'j ： provided by Crosley 
are used throughout.14

一 一 S
P(U：N:, f ",2") oc ------------------ --

I photo -1 probe - BU" J" (7)

Electronic quenching of OH(A2£) by ambient gases is 
assumed negligible15,16 under the given experimental con
ditions. The populations derived from Eq. 7 need not be 
corrected for predissociation of the excited state because the 
highest rotational levels formed are well below the crossing of 
the 4£- state near 5,300 cm-1 of A2£.17 The linearity of the LIF 
measurements was confirmed by comparing the relative 
intensities of satellite and main branch transitions that probe 
the same level of OH(X2n, u", N： f： A").

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2, 99.5%, MG Industries) and tri
chlorosilane (HSiCl3, 99%, Aldrich) were purified of low- 
boiling impurities by multiple freeze-thaw cycles. Especially, 
for further purification of NO2, excess pure O2 was added and 
pumped out to remove NO impurities which might be present 
in the sample. The experiments were carried out at a total
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Table 1. Observed OH Population Distributions following the Reaction of O(3Pj) with SiH4 and HSiCL

Table 2. II: Disposal of Energy into Internal Modes of Product OH

P(A')/P(A") p(2n3/2)/P(2n1/2) Rotation
P(u"=1) /P(u"=0) Ref.

u"=0 u"=1 u"=0 u"=1 u"=0 u"=1
O + SiH4 1.28 土 0.1 1.0 土 0.1 1.22 土 0.1 1.5 土 0.2 inverted thermal 3.4 土 0.4 6

O + HSiCl3 1.07 土 0.1 0.90 土 0.1 1.06 土 0.1 1.13 土 0.1 inverted inverted 4.0 士 0.6 This work

-JH°/cm'1 <Ecoll>/cm-1 <Eav&>/cm-1 <^ot(OH)>a /b(OH)>a Ref.
O + SiH4 3,500 1,110 4,610 0.15 0.60 6

O + HSiCl3 3,150 1,440 4,590 0.20 0.62 This work

</Tot(OH)> = <Erot>/<Eavail>, </Vib(OH)> = <Evib>/<Eavail>

pressure of 160 mTorr in a 50:50 mixture in the flow cell. Both 
reagents were prepared in a standard mercury- and grease-free 
이ass vacuum line, and a precaution was taken to mix the 
reactants right before the reaction zone to minimize a possible 
pre-reaction of NO2 with HSiCh.
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Figure 1. Merged LIF spectrum of the OH product arising from 
O(3Pj) + HSiCL — OH(X2n) + SiCL obtained under the experi
mental conditions described in the text. The signal intensities have 
been corrected for variations of Iphoto and Iprobe.

Results and Discussion

LIF Spectium and Micropopulations. The LIF spectrum 
observed following reaction 5 (Figure 1) displays the charac
teristic OH(A2£+ j X2n) transitions18 corresponding to 
absorption by diatomic molecules formed in u"= 0 and 1. 
Extensive population of OH(X2n, u"=1) can clearly be 
discerned; the R-band head of (1,1) band begins at ca. 312 nm 
and that of (0,0) band at ca. 306 nm. Conversion of the 
spectrum to micropopulations (the state populations divided 
by their rotational degeneracy, 2J + 1) yields the distributions 
displayed in Figure 2; it is plotted in log scale so that the slope 
of the distribution represents a Boltzmann type rotational 
temperature. Substantially inverted vibrational and rotational 
populations are apparent at a glance.

It has been reported by previous studies8,9,19 that photolysis 
of NO2 as an O(3P) atom source causes a problem because of 
the fact that photolysis of HONO formed from NO and H2O 
impurities via reaction 8 also produces OH.

NO2 + NO + H2O 그스 2HONO (8)

The 355 nm photolysis of HONO produces vibrationally 
and rotationally cold OH(X2n), predominantly in the u"=0,
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Figure 2. Micropopulation distributions of the OH products de
rived from experimental spectrum: (a) u"=0; (b) u"=1. These were 
obtained from the following transitions: Pii(口)，P22 (■), Q11 (o), 
Q22(・)，Rii(a), R22(a). The micropopulations of OH(冷 E 6 in u 
"=0) are corrected to account for the contribution of OH produced 
from direct photodissociation of HONO. The upper bounds of the 
errors are presented. (see text)
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Figure 3. Micropopulation distributions of the OH(u"=0) products 
produced from reaction 8. The same data-labeling convention is 
used as in Figure 2. The fitting line represents a thermalized rota
tional temperature of Trot = 560 K.
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N'< 6 states and no OH product was found in u"=1 state from 
the photolysis of NO2 alone. In our experiment, since the 
HONO contribution to the OH signal in u"=0 could not be 
eliminated completely, the OH(u"=0) rotational population 
obtained from photolysis of NO2 alone was subtracted from 
that obtained from reaction 5 assuming a linear rotational 
surprisal20 in the N'< 6 states.

The rotational distribution obtained from the photolysis of 
NO2(80 mtorr) alone resulted in a complete thermal distri
bution of Trot = 560 K extending to N' = 6, which is plotted in 
Figure 3. By assuming a linear surprisal for the rotational 
distribution of OH(u"=0, N > 6) produced from reaction 5, 
the micropopulations of OH(N"< 6 in u"=0) are corrected for 
the contribution of OH produced from direct photodisso
ciation of HONO. The corrected micropopulations of OH(u"=0) 
from reaction 5 are presented in Figure 2, where those from 
reaction 8 are also plotted as a dotted line. The upper limit of 
error in evaluating the vibrational population of OH in its 
ground state due to the surprisal correction is estimated to be 
no more than 30 %. The upper bounds of the errors are also 
presented in Figure 2. At this point, a possibility cannot be 
excluded that the thermal distribution (咒顷=750 K) of OH 
below N'=6 in u"=0 observed in reaction 2, (Figure 2 in 
reference 6) which was interpreted as a bimodal distribution 
as mentioned in Introduction, might be due to the contribution 
of unwanted photolysis of HONO. This will be discussed in 
later section.

Electronic Distributions. Analysis of the spectra reveals 
that the ratio of the fine structure state micropopulations 

Figure 4. Dependence of A doublet population ratios P(A')/P(A'') 
upon rotational state in (a) OH(X2n, u"=0) and (b) OH(X2n, u"=1). 
The ratios were obtained from the following transitions: P11/Q11 
(□), R11 /Qh(a), P22 /Q22 (■), R22/Q22 (▲). The ratios for the N'< 6 
states in u"=0 are not included because of the reason explained in 
the text.

summed over all the accessible rotational levels is about the 
same within the experimental errors for the two vibrational 
states, P(2H3/2)/P(2H1/2) = 1.06 士 0.1 for OH(X2n, u"=0), and 
1.13 士 0.1 for OH(X2n, u"=1). Thus, there is no significant 
difference between the populations of the fine structure levels 
in the lowest vibrational state and a slight difference favoring 
the production of the lower level(2Hs/2) in u"=1.

No specificity for production of either of the two A doublet 
states can be discerned from the micropopulations. The rela
tive populations of OH produced in the n(A and n(A') 
states, probed by the P/R and Q branches, respectively, are 
plotted inFig典 4; P(A,)/P(A") = 1.07 士 0.1 for OH(X2n, u"=0), 
and 0.90 士 0.1 for OH(X2n, u"=1). The ratios for the N'< 6 
states in u"=0 are not included because of the uncertainty 
caused by the surprisal corrections described above. No 
preference for the A doublet states may be contrasted to the 
observation21 of preferred n(A') level population in the 
reaction of O(lD2) with H2. This reaction clearly proceeds via 
insertion of the excited oxygen atom into the H-H bond, with 
subsequent dissociation of the H-OH bond yielding prefer
ential production of OH radicals with the half-filled n orbital 
oriented in their rotation plane and that of the triatomic 
collision complex. Indeed, failure to observe such preferential 
A doublet production following reaction 5 strongly suggests 
that OH formation results from direct attack of O(3Pj) upon 
the hydrogen atom by a direct abstraction mechanism. This 
would preclude preferential orientation of the n orbital in the 
collision complex. Table I contains a summary of the OH 
internal mode population distributions observed following the 
reaction of O(3Pj) with silane and trichlorosilane.

Vibrational Distributions. The abstraction mechanism is 
further supported by the population ratio of vibrational levels. 
Summation of the observed rotational distributions in u"=0 
and 1 leads directly to an estimate of the relative populations 
of OH product formed in these two vibrational levels, P(u"=l)/P 
(u"=0) = 4.0 土 0.6. A primary source of error might come from 
the surprisal corrections of the low-J' components as men
tioned above. The other minor source of systematic error in 
this measurement arises from the need to correct the observed
LIF emission signals for the wavelength dependent response 
of the filter-photomultiplier combination which could atten
uate the fluorescence of the A2S(u,= 1) t X2n(u"=0) bands. 
The channeling of a large fraction, ■勺"b> = 0.62, of the 
available exoergicity into product vibration characterizes HL 
H‘ reactions with early energy release (Table II). The product
OH vibrational distribution resulting from reaction 2 is also 
highly inverted, P(u"=1)/P(u"=0) = 3.4 土 0.4, in good accord 
with the previously reported ratio of HF state populations 
deduced from an information theoretic treatment22 of the 
reaction, F(2Pj) + SiH4 — HF + S1H3； P(u"=1)/P(u"=0) = 3.1.
In general, such strongly inverted vibrational population 
ratios can be associated with the early release of reaction ex
oergicity along the reaction coordinate.

Reactions proceeding via an insertion/dissociation mech
anism, for example, O(B) + H2 — OH(X2n) + H, can also 
result in the observation of a vibrational-state population 
inversion. The vibrational population inversion alone,
however, does not support the insertion/dissociation mech
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anism. In the case of a relatively large substrate, the resulting 
collision complex, e.g., ROH* would be expected to be so 
long-lived and the available reaction exoergicity so broadly 
distributed as to preclude vibrational excitation of the diato
mic product following dissociation of that complex. This 
intuitive view supports the observation that no vibrationally 
excited OH is formed following the reaction of O(lD2) with 
alkanes larger than ethane.23 The OH(X2n) produced from 
reaction 3 also showed a strong vibrational population inver
sion; P(u"=0): P(u"=1): P(u"=2) = 0:9:1, which was studied 
by both a crossed beam method and a bulk flow method. The 
two methods provided very similar OH product state distribu
tions with a strong vibrational population inversion and 
substantial rotational excitation extending to the limit of 
available energy. The dynamics of the reaction 3 were consi
dered to be consistent with expectations for the kinematically 
constrained reaction; heavy + light-heavy t heavy-light + 
heavy.

Disposal of the total available energies into the internal 
modes of OH product from the reactions 2 and 5 are listed in 
Table II. Since the first excited vibrational level of OH lies ca. 
3,570 cm-1 above the zero-point level, one can easily find that 
the exothermicity (必H°) alone is not quite sufficient to 
produce the vibrationally excited OH products for reaction 5. 
Observation of strong vibrational population inversion and 
substantially inverted rotational distributions in both vibra
tional states (Figure 2) clearly demonstrate that the collision 
energy (Ecoll) of the O atom with HSiCh is effectively 
converted to the excitation of internal modes of the diatomic.

While the total average available energies for both reac
tions 2 and 5 are essentially the same (ca. 4,600 cm-1), the 
collision energies are different as much as about 30% as 
shown in Table II. Because the HSiCL is heavier than SiH4 by 
a factor of 4.2, more (ca. 330 cm-1) of the excess collision 
energy is estimated to appear in the center-of-mass frame 
collision. Despite of the lower reaction exothermicity of 
reaction 5, the observation that a larger fraction of available 
energy is partitioned into the internal degrees of freedom 
compared to reaction 2 clearly demonstrates that the trans
lational energies of the reactants are very efficiently coupled 
to the internal modes of the diatomic product, especially to the 
rotational mode (see Table II).

Rotation지 Distributions. The rotational distribution in 
Figure 2 shows that the most highly excited observed state 
extends to J" = 15.5 (Eternal = 4,341 cm-1) at u"=0, and J = 9.5 
(Emternal = 5,157 cm-1) at u"=1. These values can be compared 
with the 3,770 cm-1 (必H° + 3kT) nominally available to the 
reaction of thermalized reagents at 300 K. This observation 
ensures that the range of the excess kinetic energies carried by 
the O atom generated by the photolysis of NO2 is quite 
broad,13 and effectively couples into the diatomic’s rotation.

A careful examination reveals that the rotational distribu
tions of the OH products of reaction 5 are more inverted 
compared to those of reaction 2, especially in u"=1 state. The 
micropopulations of OH(X2n, u"=1) in reaction 2 decrease 
monotonically (Figure 2 in reference 6) to give a thermal 
distribution with To= 600 士 20 K. Those in reaction 5, on the 
other hand, have negative temperature region at relatively low 

rotational levels (maximum at N" = 5) and demonstrate a 
substantial excitation of rotational distribution. In compari
son with the energetics of reaction 2, it can be concluded that 
the excess collision energy in reaction 5 is more efficiently 
channeled into the rotational excitation of the diatomic 
product as well as the vibrational excitation. The rotational 
micropopulation of OH(X2n, u"=0) derived in each reaction 
shows a maximum at N' = 8.

The thermal distribution of OH(u"=0) at low rotational 
states (N"< 6) and the inverted distribution at higher states 
observed in reaction 2,( Trot = 750 K)6 was interpreted as a 
bimodal distribution, which led to a conclusion to support the 
existence of two different mechanisms for reaction 2. The 
thermal distribution of OH for all J"’s in u"=1 state and for 
low-J" part in u"=0 state were attributed to a direct H atom 
abstraction by the O atoms, while the rotational inversion in 
u"=0 state led to a suggestion of a penta-valent bridged inter
mediate structure. From a dramatic difference between the 
OH(u"=1) rotational distributions in reaction 2 and 5, and an 
experimental evidence of the formation of low-J" compo
nents of OH(u"=0) via reaction 8, it seems more reasonable to 
conclude that the OH(X2n, u"=0,1) radicals produced in 
reaction 5 are formed through a direct abstraction mechanism; 
H + LH‘ t HL + H‘ reaction.

The overall shape of the observed rotational distributions 
derived from reaction 5 clearly inverts in a manner quite 
similar to product OH distributions arising from the reactions 
of electronically excited O(1D2) with hydrogen-containing 
molecules except for the A doublet preferences which provide 
a crucial evidence for the reaction mechanisms, i.e., a simple 
abstraction vs. an insertion/dissociation. The O(3Pj) + HSiCh 
system is contrasted with previously studied reactions of 
O(3Pj) with hydrocarbon molecules (O(3Pj) + RH), in which 
the OH product exhibits very little rotational excitation. This 
discrepancy in the degree of product rotational excitations 
between these two reaction systems can be attributed to the 
different angular dependence of the potential surfaces ortho
gonal to the reaction coordinate. The inverted rotational 
distribution of diatomic product in reaction 3 has been satis
factorily reproduced by K. G. McKendrick et al3 through 
QCT calculations on the O(3Pj) + HBr LEPS surface. The 
rotational population inversion of OH(X2n, u"=l) in the 
reaction of O with H2S has also been reported,9 and led to the 
conclusion of efficient conversion of reagent kinetic energy 
into the OH product rotation.

Conclusion

The internal energy distributions of OH produced from the 
reaction, O(3Pj) + HSiC^T OH(X2n) + SiCls, has been mea
sured utilizing the LIF method. The highly inverted vibra
tional distributions and no preference for the A doublet states 
can be interpreted in terms of a direct abstraction mechanism 
for a H + LH‘ t HL + H‘ reaction system. The substantial 
rotational excitation of the OH(X2n, u"=0 and 1) product is 
distinctly different from the extremely cold rotational distri
butions observed in previous reactions of O(3Pj) with larger 
hydrocarbons. The excitation of the internal modes of the 
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diatomic product in the title reaction is rather similar to that 
observed in the reactions, O(3Pj) + HBr, and O(3Pj) + H2S. 
The degree of rotational excitation of the diatomic product 
can be rationalized in terms of different angular dependences 
of the model potential surfaces along the reaction coordinate. 
The excess kinetic energy of the title reaction seems to 
contribute to the efficient mapping of translation into rotation 
of diatomic product, presumably by facilitating the angular 
excursions of the O atom to climb up the potential surface 
perpendicular to the reaction coordinate.
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